When Boil Water Notice is Lifted

- Flush and clean faucets:
  - First, run every hot water faucet for five minutes
  - Then, run every cold water faucet for five minutes.
  - Clean faucet screens.

- Flush, clean and sanitize all equipment and fixtures with water line connections - post-mix beverage machines, spray misters, steam kettles, coffee or tea urns, sinks and other equipment with water connections in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions.

- Clean water line strainers on mechanical dishwashing and glass washing machines and run three complete cycles prior to using dish machine, verify sanitization by using test kits or registering thermometer.

- Take proper steps to flush ice machines by following the manufacturer’s instructions including:
  - Flush the water line to the machine inlet
  - Close valve on water line and disconnect water line from the inlet
  - Open valve, run water through for 10 minutes, dispose of the water, and close the valve
  - Reconnect to the machine inlet, open valve, and flush the water lines in the machine
  - Replace filters on equipment if not designed to be cleaned in place.
  - Turn on the machine, and throw away the first three batches of ice.

- Run water softeners through a regeneration cycle.

- Run drinking fountains continuously for two minutes to flush the system.

- Clean and sanitize all fixtures and sinks connected to water lines.

- Change out all filters after water lines have been flushed.

- Clean and sanitize all tools and equipment used for cleaning.
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